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摘  要 









































The financial crisis broken in September 2008 has been the most serious 
financial crisis since the 20th century. The crisis quickly spread from the United States 
to the world, from developed to emerging economies, spread from financial markets 
to the real economy. China's economy is no exception to being hit. This study was 
made based on this background, and to hope that through this exploration, 
understanding of the financial crisis on China's economy, especially the real economy; 
And as an important measure for supporting fiscal policy, how well is the current 
moderately easy monetary policy to expand domestic demand, promote economic 
restructuring, stimulate the economy, and how the adjustment should be carried out; 
whether, as some scholars put it, it’s the time for monetary policy to come out of crisis 
management. 
Firstly, the article make the basis for the study later, through domestic and 
international economic scholars combing the effectiveness of monetary policy 
theories and research findings, especially with the financial crisis, economic crisis and 
the related theory of monetary policy effects. Then, the essay discussed the causes of 
the current international financial crisis through the micro-financial system, 
macroeconomic policy and other point of view.  
In the analysis of the impact of the financial crisis, the article analyzes the 
world's major developed economies, including the United States, Euro zone countries 
and Japan, and emerging market and developing economies. Analysis of China is 
mainly about challenges, including the hard hit on the import and export, market 
confidence, the financial sector, the exposure of structural problems, such as 
employment issues highlighted contradictions. 
In the fourth chapter, this study reviews China's monetary policy in practice 
against the financial crisis. Then the economic effects of monetary policy 















monetary policy, while achieving goals of monetary policy toward the economic 
growth, but it planted the hidden danger of inflation. It did not fully realize the 
ultimate objective of monetary policy – stabling currency and promoting economic 
growth. However, the effect only in respect of crisis management for the overall 
effects of loose monetary policy is satisfactory, and the central bank in the 
macro-control played a major role is beyond doubt. 
Finally, some policy proposals, such as to maintain continuity and stability of 
monetary policy, a timely monetary policy out of crisis management, comprehensive 
use of various monetary policy tools to reduce the delay of monetary policy, focus on 
improving the policy relevance, and flexible , transparency and credibility; stable 
price level, inflation is expected to strengthen management; guide reasonable growth 
of credit scale, to guide the direction of credit flows to prevent increased risk of asset 
price bubbles; and fiscal policy coordination, maximize the effects of policies , 
boosting economic restructuring; stimulate economic growth. 
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美国的次贷危机从 2006 年春季开始逐步显现，2007 年 8 月开始席卷美国、






























即 2008 年 9 月 16 日，当时中国人民银行紧急把贷款利率降低 0.27 个百分点，
这一次的降息象征着 2007 年底以来实行的从紧货币政策从此转变方向。本文在
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